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Long time ago, the Banyungalir Village was a wonderful, 
lovely, cool village and very famous for its clean river flow 
and lots of freshwater fishes. The people live in peace and 
prosperity.
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But in 2000, someone found gold in the river. Since then, all the villagers 
werelooking for gold in the river, gardens, on the hills and everywhere.
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In the river, they are looking for gold using panners.
Meanwhile, in the garden, the villagers dig deep and make long 
tunnels to find the gold. The tunnel is called a mine pit.
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The village, that used to be decorated with stretches of vegetable 
gardens, gradually turned into mine pits.

The river, that was once calm and stunning, is now crowded with 
villagers and the water is cloudy from  thegold processingwaste.



To fulfill daily needs, miners take gold from the 
river by panning, also the mother of Raka and Siti.
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while playing, 
let's go fishing

come on, 
let’s play 
near Mom

Raka and Siti often follow their Mom to the river, watch their 
Mom and other miners' collecting gold from the river mud 
without using personal protective equipment like gloves.

Gloves can protect the body from contact with harmful chemicals 
or harmful metals.



AIR RAKSA
Hg

Many miners are panning the gold using mercury, even though, 
the yield is small and it is also dangerous.

Mercury is poured into the pan, and stirred by hand 
until the gold is produced.

AIR
RAKSA

Hg
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What is mercury? Mercury is a poisonous substance in aliquid form.
Mercury easily enters the bodywhen held and if inhaled.

Mercury in the body can cause trembling, 
headaches, shortness of breath, 
and even paralysis.

The mercury is often 
used as liquid in mercury 
thermometers and 
barometers. If pregnant women are contaminated with 

mercury, the fetus or baby can be mentally 
and physically disabled.



Mercury thrown away into rivers can be eaten 
by fish, livestock and even humans.
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While waiting for Mom, Raka and Siti are 
fishing for fish that live in the river, which they 
will bring home for dinner.
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Look Siti,
I catch a 
fish

That’s good, 
catch a lot, bro



Not bad for our 
daily dishes

Right, Bro Raka. But are these fish safe 
for us to eat? Miners throw away 
a lot of mercury in the river, don’t they? 

Afternoon arrived. Raka caught 2 fishes!
Joyfully, Raka and Siti went home with Mom who finished 
panning for gold..

Ah, what are you talking 
about. The important thing is 
that we can eat well every day
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One day Raka’s Mom fell sick.

Raka, please call Dad, 
Mom wants to go to 
the health center

Mom’s hands are numb 
and my breath is very 
short

What’s wrong, 
Mom?
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The doctor concluded that Raka’s Mom is sick because every 
day she holds mercury, eats fish and vegetables that have 
mercury.   
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The doctor then writes a prescription, 
and ordered,

Mercury is also dangerous 
for other miners and children 
playing around the mine

AIR
RAKSA

Hg

Please get a lot of rest ma'am. 
Mercury is very dangerous. 
Don't use mercury anymore 



Baik, terima kasih dok

Now, if you cook vegetables 
taken from locations around 
the mine, you have to wash 
the vegetables several times 
until they are clean

All right, thank you Doc

When eating fish, choose small 
ones and avoid eating shellfish 
from polluted rivers.
These fish are poisoned by 
mercury because they live in 
polluted rivers
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The next day, Raka and Siti told their Mom's condition to 
their friends at school and also advised their friends as 
conveyed by the Health Center Doctor.
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Friends, from now on, don't 
eat big fish from rivers that 
are polluted with mercury

Don't fish in the rivers 
that are polluted with 
mercury, friends



Since then, while Raka and Siti are playing 
and waiting for Mom working, they also often 
remind other miners not to use mercury anymore.

Yes Sir, so that the rivers 
and environment in our 
village are clean and we can 
eat healthy fish again

MORAL MESSAGE
Let’s tell your family and people around you not to use mercury, and 
take care of your health by avoiding food that is contaminated with 
dangerous substances.18

Thank you for 
reminding me, son

Sir, don't use the 
mercury again
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In a lake lived a group of fish that are siblings. 
They are happy to live there because there is plenty of food to eat. 
The clear lake water makes various types of moss and algae flourish. 
They love to play among the groves.
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The fishes often appear on the water surface whenever 
a flock of dragonflies and frogs asks them to play.
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Usually this lake is also busy in the 
morning, visited by hordes of other fish 
to find food, but now it's quiet. 
I wonder why?

Hi Fish!! Do you know 
where the dragonflies are? Why are they not 

playing here anymore?

Frogs, I also don't see goats and 
cows that usually visit this lake,
just for a drink 



The Blue Lake is one of the lakes in the Banyu Village.
The lake is very calm and the water is clear, there are many trees on 
the edge of the lake.

However, the situation changed since many villagers are seeking gold by 
using mercury and dump the waste into the lake stream.
The lake water turned cloudy and is not as clear as it used to be.
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Even frogs do not want to live in this lake anymore. 
What's worse, some of the fish are getting sickly!
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Not only do we lose our playmates, because 
humans dump mine waste and mercury into 
this lake, we also lose our food sources. 
The moss and algae are all dead

So what shall 
we do?

Let’s just move

It's not easy. Maybe a snake or a big fish 
is ready to eat us. After all, since our 
ancestors we already lived in this lake



What did I say, we 
should move

You are startling us! Forgive me. This is important news. I've met the 
dragonfly while on land. He advised us all to 
move out of here

Um, what about this. Let’s wait a few days. 
If there is no change for the better in this 
lake, we are all forced to move. 
Whatever the risk24

All the fish fell silent. Then suddenly, there was the sound on the water 
surface. The fish are scared. It turned out that the frogs are approaching 



Several days later, Mr. Yahya Iskal, Head of Mesa Banyungalir 
and several village children, visited the Blue Lake. They 
received news that the fishing yield in the lake is less 
andanimalsdrinking the lake water are becoming sick.
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Children, our lake water is polluted

We must remind the miners and your parents 
not to usemercury and dumping mine waste into 
the lake. Poor fish and other living creatures 
whose life depend on this lake.

Right Sir. It could be that all the fish in 
this lake are poisonous and die and we 
cannot eat fish anymore
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Returning from the lake, Mr. Yahya immediately gathered the miners 
and gave them a warning. From now on, all miners in the Banyungalir 
Village are prohibited from using mercury and are not allowed to 
dump any waste into the Blue Lake orthe rivers in this village.



The miners obey the call because they also want the river to 
be clear again and the living creatures in the surroundings to 
be healthy again. 
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We are aware of our mistake, Sir.
From now on we will preserve the Blue Lake and 
the  Banyungalir Village



After a few months, the lake water gradually recovered, the fish 
cheered cheerfully. The frog jumps from its hiding place into the 
water. Shortly thereafter, dragonflies are flying back and forth 
over the lake surface. They are happy to meet and play again.
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Take care of the environment around us so that 
the animals around us can also be protected.

MORAL MESSAGE
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